**Application Procedure**

Your Journey to the world starts here at SHOU!

**Step 1:** Complete the online application procedure on the following links of College of International Cultural Exchange (CICE) system before Jun.15, 2019.

http://admissions.shou.edu.cn

**Step 2:** Choose Summer Program (2019 Summer Program) and submit all the documents.

**Step 3:** The College of International Cultural Exchange (CICE) will send the Admission Notice to successful applicants.

**Step 4:** Students apply for visa and book tickets to come to Shanghai.

---

**Accommodation**

**International Student Apartment No.2**

- **Single Room**
  - RMB 60 Per night
  - One room with one bed, one desk and wardrobe. Bathroom is included in the room.

- **Double Room**
  - RMB 30 Per night
  - One room with two beds, two desks and two wardrobe. Bathroom is included in the room.

---

**Application Documents**

- SHOU application form for International Students (automatically formed after online application in CICE system: http://admissions.shou.edu.cn)

- Please provide your home address, passport No. and contact No. correctly and in detail since we will need these information on the admission notice and visa application.

- A copy of valid passport and Chinese visa if applicable.

- Applicants under 16 are required to provide a delegation of parental responsibility signed by parent/legal guardian.

- Non-Criminal record from authorization department.

- Medical Check Certificate.

---

**Contact us:**

Visit: Shanghai Ocean University 999 Hu Cheng Ring Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, China

Tel: +86-21-6190-0763 +86-21-6190-2758

Email: admissions@shou.edu.cn

*Your Journey to the world starts here at SHOU!*
**WHY SHOU?**

Founded in 1912, SHOU has developed to an applied research comprehensive university contains bachelor, master and doctoral degree programs with a specialty of marine, aquatic and food technology. SHOU is honored as a "Double first class discipline building university".

SHOU has a vibrant and diversified community which consists of about 2,000 faculty members, over 12,000 undergraduate students, 3,600 graduate students.

SHOU international student education began in the 1950s. The university has trained nearly 2,000 international students from more than 60 countries and regions. It has signed cooperation agreements with 108 universities, research institutes and international organizations in 29 countries around the world, and accomplished to develop exchange students with many overseas universities.

---

**Program Highlight**

**Learn Chinese in an interactive way**

We will stay on the Beautiful Lingang Campus to join both Chinese and International Students for a first-hand experience to learn Chinese in a dynamic University.

**Explore the mix civilization of ancient culture and modern life in Shanghai**

Being a world famous cosmopolitan, Shanghai has its own ancient culture representative historical sites and modern lifestyle.

**Be a click way from SHOU’s world class workshop**

SHOU has achieved a world acclaim in Aquaculture area, including hundreds of top researchers and experts in China. SHOU has the world’s top facilities, laboratories. This is your chance to join this world class community with other talents from China and all over the world.

**Taste the essence of Chinese Culture**

Taste the key elements of traditional Chinese culture under professional guidance. Experience Dragon Boat activity in one of the best training center in China right in SHOU campus. Tea art tasting, traditional Chinese Music, Chinese Caligraphy, karigami, chinese painting and Chinese kungfu, experience all those with our masters.

**Enjoy a feast of Chinese food**

---

**Program Schedule**

SHOU Important Notice: Changes are expected depending on the availability of lecturers and venues as this is only a draft itinerary.

**Program Fees:**

Application fee: RMB 200

Local insurance Fee: RMB 160

Program Fees: RMB 2500 per person;covers

- Airport pick-up
- Chinese Language class & Lectures
- Culture experience activities

**Important Notice:**

Round-trip tickets to Shanghai are not included in the rate. Accommodation is not included in the rate.